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The Problem

Shredder

Deshredder
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Who cares?
¨

Bad guys do!
¤ Us

good guys want to know how to defend against the
bad guys

¨

Good guys do too!
¤ Reconstruct

evidence
¤ Reconstruct maliciously destroyed documents
¤ Reconstruct accidentally destroyed documents
¨

Academics do!
¤ What

can I say I like interesting problems
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Why is it hard?
¨

Pieces are both similar and irregular
¤ No

easily identifiable shapes, just strips
¤ Mangled strips
¨

O(N!)
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Why is it hard?
¨

¨
¨

Many possible orientations

Many possible offsets (sometimes)
Sparse feature density
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Don’t Believe Me?
¨

DARPA Challenge attempted to fill in the lack of
solutions
¤ Completely

automated – CV not good enough (yet?)
¤ Partially automated – Similar to our framework
¤ Completely manual – No Thanks!
¤ Crowd sourced – Not realistic for sensitive documents
¤ Winner spent over 600 man hours
¨

Commercial solutions are only useful for simple
shreds not crosscut shreds
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Deshredder Framework
Segmentation!

Digitized shreds
in one image!

Straightening!

Separated Shreds!

Time series
extraction!

Straightened
shred!

Color selection and
matching refinement!

Orientation!

Placement!

Constraint
Propagation!
&!
Visualization!

Feature
matching and
affinity matrix
construction!

Affinity
Matrix
database!
User Interface!
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Hide and Lock!

Figure 5: The pipeline of the Deshredder algorit

Orientation
the background. A noise filtering step accounts for many shred defects such as non-straight cuts, bleaching, tearing, and crumpling.
This step involves discounting areas near the top and bottom of the
edges, and considering an average value of colors near the edges to
¨ Simplifying
assumption: all strips are roughly
account for degradations.
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Figure 6: Two methods for determining
the correct shred orientation.
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Orientation Error
¨
¨
¨

This method works well on most pieces
Error of < 5 degrees on 98% of pieces
User input can then be taken into account on the
remaining pieces
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Time series analysis
¨

¨

Timeseries are much simpler than a full image and
therefore easier to work on computationally
We generate a time series based upon relevant
features
¤ Shape
¤ Luma
¤ Color
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Time Series: Shape

us deshredding

‘mmbd’

‘UCSD’
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right side of the shreds, respectively, and closely follows the relevant
contours of the raw shreds as shown in Figure 2. Using a perfectly
vertical line as reference, the time series captures the distance of the
shred boundary from the vertical line. Subsequently, the time series are used to compute different similarity metrics between shreds
which in turn form the basis of the assembly process.

Use shape to find the inverse time series on
matching pieces.

me series reprepts at academic
either deal with
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mangled in different ways. Furthermore, false positives were created
as a result of cuts being too straight and thus matching every other
straight cut. The Luma time series, on the other hand, provides a
better source of data, but brought its own problems. The Luma channel allows for matching content but is susceptible to false positives
such as regularly spaced features e.g., the background lines on ruled
paper, as can be seen in Figure 6. Furthermore, the data provided by
the Luma channel is mostly discontinuous, as the features contained
in the shredded documents tend to be sharp and distinct. This means
that, in comparing two time series, near misses will generate as much
error as complete misses.

Time Series: Luma
¨
¨

Luma is a measure of brightness
Figure 10: Th
series, then fi
Here it is used to detect broad features in the color

distribution. T

Figure 8: A sample Luma time series for the left- and right-hand
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Time Series: Color
¨

Problem: Shreds can be multi-coloured
¤ Luma

¨

can reduce information.

Solution: Focus on particular colors
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Figure 9: Deshredder allows a user to guide the matching algorithm
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Similarity Example
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Constraints
¨

Constraints can help decrease the # of pieces
considered
¤ Orientation
¤ Unmatched

edges
¤ Lack of useful features
¨

As constraints are added and pieces matched we
can propagate these constraints to other pieces.
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Constraint Propagation
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UI
¨

Normal mode

Long mode
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Expert Studies
¨

¨
¨
¨

Performed on DARPA Challenge Puzzle 1 using
two experts
Both hid pieces that had no handwriting on them
Found about 17% time had to adjust a match
Helped to identify the need of an overview that
lead to the affinity matrix visualization
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Results
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Future Work
¨
¨
¨

¨

OCR and stroke recognition
Perform hybrid matches
Present a client/sever model that allows analysts to
interact simultaneously
New match times such as those based upon a
modification of SIFT and SURF
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Questions?

